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Tuesday April 26th

DAY ONE AGENDA
08:30 - 09:00 Tea, coffee & pastries Grand Prix Suite

Networking with Exhibitors

09:05-09:15 Welcome & Introduction Bentley’s Lounge

Peter Webster – Director CCTV User Group

Welcome and introduction to Mr Oliver Martin, Honorary 
Chairman

09:15-09:45 The National Police CCTV Strategy’ Update Bentley’s Lounge

ACC Jenny Gilmer – South Wales Police

ACC Gilmer will give an overview and update on the work she is leading through 
the National Police Chief’s Council CCTV working group, achievements to date 
and challenges and opportunities for the year ahead.

 09:45-10:05 Improving public safety with data-driven surveillance Bentley’s Lounge

Lucas Young, Head of Sales, EMEA, Synectics

In light of the proposed Protect Duty legislation, Lucas Young, Synectics, will 
discuss how leveraging your surveillance and security data can help you improve 
your response, collaboration and reporting during an incident.

10:05-10:35 Advancing innovation within the security sector Bentley’s Lounge

Ellie Rice, Security Lead, Defence and Security Accelerator

The Defence and Security Accelerator (DASA) finds and funds exploitable 
innovations which support defence and security faster and more effectively, whilst 
boosting UK prosperity. 
Our vision is for the UK to maintain its strategic advantage over its adversaries 
through the most innovative defence and security capabilities in the world. We 
have learned that by reaching out to innovators across the UK and beyond, we 
can encourage and support the best and brightest to put forward feasible ideas to 
solve our national security challenges. 
DASA’s refreshed strategy for 2021-2024 builds on our learning as we continue 
to strengthen and broaden links to innovators across the UK and elsewhere. 
During this talk, Ellie will provide details of:
• how to engage with DASA’s innovation funding,
• our post-contract services, and;
• the benefits of engaging with DASA 
She will also highlight our Security Rapid Impact Open Call, a three year 
£20m cross-Government initiative in partnership with the Home Office which 
seeks innovations to tackle security challenges in the UK. The proposals for 
this stream could include innovations which will enhance our understanding 
of threats, enable threat prevention or enhance the response. These could be 
related to Home Office, Department for Transport or other Government Security 
Departments.
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10:35-11:20 Tea and coffee break Grand Prix Suite

Networking with Exhibitors

 11:20- 11:40 Digital Transformation for Better Decision Making Bentley’s Lounge

Dan Meyrick, Business Development Manager at Genetec

A unified approach is critical. In isolation, CCTV doesn’t provide enough insight 
to build a detailed picture of what’s happening. But working in tandem with an 
ecosystem of technologies can provide the granular detail required. Coupled 
with the ability to leverage these connections for multiple new use-cases there 
is huge potential to transform public spaces. As users demand more from their 
security platforms, deploying robust, future-proof building blocks like this will be 
essential. Not just from a security perspective, but an operational perspective - 
breaking down silos and streamlining processes. 
In this session, Dan will dive into how video surveillance can be leveraged within 
a wider network to extend capabilities, support wider public safety initiatives and 
boost operational efficiency.

 11:40-12:10 Information Commissioners Office Bentley’s Lounge

Steven Wright, Principal Policy Adviser, High Priority Inquiries

Providing an update on data protection matters and the ICO’s updated video 
surveillance guidance that has been published

 12:10-12:30 Getting the right information to the right person at the right 
time……

Bentley’s Lounge

Richard Witchell, Senior Solutions Consultant, Surveillance & Smart Solutions, BT

Over the past few years, we have been helping you get more out of your CCTV 
investments. Adding Public Space Wi-Fi, Air Quality Monitors and all sorts of IOT 
devices to provide real-time data to make places smarter. Providing additional 
services overlayed on the CCTV network is a core solution we offer to deliver 
added value to our existing and new clients. Come and listen to how this has 
been procured and delivered for our customers.

 12:30-13:30 Buffet lunch served Grand Prix Suite

Networking with Exhibitors

Join at slido.com
Enter the event code: #806 662
Enter the passcode: vision2022
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 13:30-13:50 The Development, Use and Operational Deployment of 
Behavioural Detection 

Bentley’s Lounge

Richard Forman, Director, Profile Aware Limited 

Development of behavioural detection within the UK 
The component parts for effective use, complying with the latest CPNI guidelines.
The achievable benefits of using behavioural detection as an added security layer. 
 

13:50-14:10 AI for proactive operators & insightful data Bentley’s Lounge

Mr Karl Haw, Head of Business Development, Bosch Security 
Systems

… exploring how cameras can provide Intelligent Video Analytic technology to 
complement the security operators’ incident decision making process. Also, how 
deep learning technology can help to promote more efficient and safer roadways

14:10-14:55 Panel Session with lead presenters Bentley’s Lounge

Ilker Dervish – CCTV User Group Vice Chairman

 ‘The Challenges Facing the CCTV Industry Today’ Question Time style
 

Sli.do questions

 14:55-15:15 Smart Buildings: Integrated Hybrid Cloud Security Bentley’s Lounge

Conor O’Laughlin, Verkada

Verkada is the only Hybrid Cloud vendor in the world that natively provides 
Video Security, Intruder Alarms, Environmental Sensors, Visitor Management and 
Access Control. Join us on this journey to explore how we are changing smart 
buildings and securing our customers’ environments

 15:15 – 16:00 Tea and coffee break Grand Prix Suite

Networking with Exhibitors

 16:00-17:00 WORKSHOP SESSIONS

1
 

A workshop facilitated by Oliver Martin for beginners and the 
experienced alike focussing on OR’s and Tender Specifications

Bentley’s Lounge

Facilitator: Oli Martin
Leaders: Graeme Etheridge, Director of Public Realm Protection Limited
Jimi Dicker, Security Consultant and Design Engineer TripleJ Solutions Ltd.

Jimi, Dicker and Graeme Eldridge, both experienced security professionals will 
lead the conversation with delegates to discuss the need for detailed CCTV 
system tender specifications and Operational Requirements (OR)
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2
Beat the Breach: Real Lessons from Real Cyber Attacks Syndicate Room 1

Nick Smith - Business Development Manager at Genetec
Mark Hodder – Regional Sales Manager at Genetec

In this 45 minute session, learn cyber best practices from real life examples. We’ll 
walk you through attacks that have occurred in the public space and outline the 
steps that every security professional can implement today. We’ll also host a 
wider discussion on the technology landscape and the supply chain to help you 
identify risk and avoid a costly attack.

3
Ethical procurement and how to ensure you get it right Syndicate Room 2

Ilker Dervish

A Workshop led by our Vice Chair, Ilker Dervish where he will discuss his recent 
professional experience when including ethical considerations within tender 
documentation. Why ethical procurement should be considered a crucially 
important element in all organisations policies and why the current legislation 
continues to challenge.

Day 1 Learning Sessions End

19:00-20:00 Pre-dinner drinks reception (smart casual dress) Silverstone Bar

Please join us in the Silverstone Bar for refreshments prior to our evening dinner

20:00 Networking dinner with a special guest Bentley’s Lounge

This will amaze and astound you!

Notes:
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Wednesday April 27th

DAY TWO AGENDA

08:30 - 09:00 Tea, coffee & pastries Grand Prix Suite

Networking with Exhibitors

09:00 - 09:05 Welcome to the last day of the event Bentley’s Lounge

Oliver Martin, Honorary Chairman

09:05 - 09:35 Is My Network Safe? (We don’t know what we don’t know) Bentley’s Lounge

Oliver Martin, Honorary Chairman

In October 2020 Hackney Council suffered a cyber-attack which became of great 
public interest in the Media, and led to large scale disruption to services. Whilst 
the Hackney CCTV Network was unaffected at the time, this led to a large-scale 
audit for security assurance. Oliver will describe his experience on this journey 
over the last year from a Local Authority manager’s perspective. 

 09:35 - 09:50 Understanding AI Bentley’s Lounge

Martyn Eddy, Strategic Sales Manager, Hanwha Techwin Europe

As AI becomes more broadly adopted across all industries, edge-based AI (which 
filters and processes data locally on a camera) is being increasingly incorporated 
into video surveillance to enable end-to-end AI technology. Today, most security 
cameras send the data they collect to servers to be analysed. However, with 
edge-based AI, the data is analysed by the camera first and subsequently sent to 
the server.
This reduces the burden of transferring and storing large amounts of data to 
a server, thereby increasing efficiency, saving time, and reducing server costs 
typically required to analyse data.
· Increase event monitoring accuracy by reducing false alarms
· Classify Target Objects with attributes
· BestShot for minimising storage and bandwidth requirements

09:50 - 10:20  Key Attributes for Public Space Surveillance Bentley’s Lounge

Adrian Kirk, Strategic Account Director, 360 Vision Technology

A look into a selection of key performance attributes required by surveillance 
cameras operating in the demanding application of Public Space surveillance.

10:20 - 11:05 Tea and coffee break Grand Prix Suite

Networking with Exhibitors
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 11:05 - 11:35 The Protect Duty Update – ‘What You Need To Know’ Bentley’s Lounge

Mr. Nick Aldworth - Risk2Resolution 

In this presentation, Nick will talk about the key learning to arise from the 
Manchester Arena Inquiry and how this might inform the new Protect Duty

 11:35 - 11:50 Evolution of Management Software within Public space 
environment 

Bentley’s Lounge

Allan Dickinson, Command & Control / Open Integration Specialist, Advancis 
Software

The control room functions and challenges have increased since the introduction 
of software management systems, see how the manufacturers solutions 
have evolved to meet the demands of an ever developing environment. This 
presentation will focus on the growing number of functions that are now 
performed within control centres and how this has increased the requirement to 
be efficient and provide reporting that is flexible and provides accurate up to date 
information.

 11:50 - 12:20 Supporting Partnership Response and Decision Making 
through the Covid19 Pandemic

Bentley’s Lounge

Tracy Umney, Unit Manager for Environment and Community Protection, 
Southwark Council
Sarah Pope, CCTV Manager, Southwark Council

In 2017 Sarah and Tracy presented to the CCTV User Group, detailing their work 
to embed CCTV into the organisation and partnership landscape.  This year they 
will highlight how this work led to the CCTV service becoming a critical service in 
partnership and organisational efforts, supporting our most vulnerable through 
the Covid19 Pandemic.

 11:20 - 12:50 Workshop Session Facilitators Feedback (3 x 10mins) Bentley’s Lounge

Ilker Dervish – Vice Chairman

Ilker will present the feedback from the 3 workshop session 
facilitators

 12:50 - 13:20 Conference Roundup & close Bentley’s Lounge

Oliver Martin – Honorary Chairman

Oliver will summarise the event and seek questions from delegates on Sli.do

13:20 - 14:00 Closing Lunch with Exhibitors (or picnic bag to take away) Grand Prix Suite

Buffet lunch served
Your last chance to network with Exhibitors

Join at slido.com
Enter the event code: #806 662
Enter the passcode: vision2022




